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There’s a way to do it better—ﬁnd it.
Thomas Edison
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Foreword
The world loves Toyota. This book goes a long way to explaining
why.
As their competitors all over the world struggle with being industrial
organizations in a postindustrial world, Toyota moves forward. On any
measure—customer loyalty, vehicle quality, proﬁt, output volume, bestselling new models, innovation, sustainability—Toyota is magniﬁcent.
How does Toyota do it?
Many have attempted an explanation, but none can match this one.
Matthew May’s collected learnings are those of an insider, someone who
has stood shoulder to shoulder with his teammates on the line of
scrimmage playing for Toyota. An educator on innovation at Toyota’s
university, Matthew has seen up close the big structures and systems, as
well as the details, the smallest things in the day-to-day running of the
world’s best car company.
If there is such a thing as the quintessential postindustrial organization, then perhaps its picture is painted in this book. It’s the picture of a
highly structured and systematized culture that is also a hotbed of
individual creativity. For Toyota, innovation is the mastery of “thinking
within the box”. This duality—systems and creativity—must be close to
the essence of Toyota’s organizational genius. The system gives the
individual worker purpose, direction, and a sense of belonging. It creates
a momentum that becomes self-generative.
This book tells a story of Toyota as a living entity, always seeking to
“ﬁnd and ﬁt the rhythm of the change happening around it.” An organization created more than one hundred years ago and looking stronger
with each year that passes, Toyota has discovered the secret of evolution.
The secret is the interplay between a system strong enough and bold
enough to inspire loyalty beyond reason and the creative performers
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within that system. And where is that system ﬁrmly focused? On
customers. And on the environment.
For me, the key passage in this book is the inspiring story of Paul
Guitierrez, the autoworker from the GM plant in Fremont, California,
that Toyota turned around in the 1980s. Before Toyota, Fremont was a
soul-destroying hole that turned out appallingly made cars. Toyota
arrived, introduced the workers to its system, and then invited them to
perfect it. Suddenly the workers were proud of their work and talking
about being creative every day on the job. Creativity on an assembly line?
The idea seemed oxymoronic.
Then, in a single year, the new organization instigated more than
eight thousand performance improvement ideas from people on the line.
This story of Toyota is a modern business parable: Greatness comes to the
biggest when they harness the spirit of the many.
—Kevin Roberts

Kevin Roberts is CEO Worldwide of the ideas company Saatchi & Saatchi,
the principal global advertising partner of Toyota (since 1972) and Lexus. He is
also CEO in Residence at Cambridge University’s Judge Institute of Management
and Professor of Sustainable Enterprise at both the University of Waikato
Management School in New Zealand and the University of Limerick in Ireland.
He is the author of three books: Lovemarks: The Future Beyond Brands
(powerHouse Books, 2004), SiSoMo: The Future on Screen (powerHouse Books,
2005), and The Lovemarks Effect—Winning the Consumer (powerHouse Books,
2006). He is co-author of Peak Performance: Inspirational Business Lessons from
the World’s Top Sports Organizations (Texere, 2002).
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The best way to get a good idea is to get a lot of ideas.
Linus Pauling

BACKSTORY

One Million Ideas
Who needs another book on innovation?
The world. But it better be different. It better look at innovation
through a new lens. And it better be something that helps with the daily
work, because the innovation that’s long been the badge of American
business is slowly being siphoned off. Outsourced. And that’s bad news.
Nothing creates customer value like innovation. Innovation is a core
company process. It’s not a department, it’s everyone’s responsibility.
Export it, and with it goes a signiﬁcant chunk of valuable contribution
and competitive advantage.
There’s a ray of hope. The Toyota organization implements a million
ideas a year. It’s fact.
One million.
Ponder that number for a minute. For most people, that ﬁgure
conjures up visions of winning the lottery, or a dream home, or a
superstar salary, or the number of people on the road during rush hour.
One million seems like an impossible target if you’re talking about
business ideas. But it’s not, at least not for Toyota. It’s the real reason why
their nearly $150 billion-plus market value outstrips GM, Ford, DaimlerChrysler, Honda and Volkswagen put together. It’s the reason they’re one
of the planet’s ten most proﬁtable companies. It’s why they make well
over twice as much money as any other carmaker, and with under 15%
of the market. It’s why their systems, processes and products are the envy
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of the world. It’s the greatest source of their competitive advantage and
staying power. It’s their engine of innovation.
Those ideas are coming from every level in the organization.
Because innovation isn’t about technology. And it’s certainly not about
manufacturing. It’s about value, and opportunity, and impact. At
Toyota, every idea counts. It’s an environment of everyday innovation,
the direct result of a fanatical focus on getting a little better, daily.
Good enough never is. When your whole company thinks like that,
you’re unstoppable.
The business world is taking notice. Organizations from all over the
world are knocking on Toyota’s doors to learn the basis of their uncanny
ability to consistently achieve breakthroughs, big and small. They’re
seeking the Holy Grail of operational optimization, because they know
that innovation is taking on a new shape. They
know that the next wave of innovative energy
won’t be narrowly focused on product and
If you are not busy
reinventing your company,
service quality, because we’re closing in on
I guarantee you are falling
parity and commoditization across the
backwards.
board.
They know that what’s next is all
Fujio Cho
Vice Chairman, Toyota
about thinking differently, about how to
create compelling customer value, about how
to ﬂow that value through streamlined processes,
and about embedding a real discipline around the pursuit of perfection.
They’re ﬁnding that they too can tap into the kind of thinking that has
led Toyota to be one of the truly great success stories in business.
And that’s where The Elegant Solution fits in. It all started with a
ridiculous assignment: “We need to translate the Toyota Production System
for the knowledge worker. We really want to figure out how to bring the
levels of employee productivity, engagement, continuous improvement and
constant creativity found in our Toyota factories and warehouses to the
corporate environment.”
Huh? It didn’t make any sense. Everyone knows factory work isn’t
creative, right? But that was my charge in 1999, commissioned by a new
client, the then-Dean of the newly formed University of Toyota, a
“Toyota New Era” strategic initiative funded by Toyota’s U.S. marketing
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arm, Toyota Motor Sales, USA, Inc.
Shouldn’t it be the other way around, I thought—helping assembly
line workers and parts pickers to ﬁnd the kind of satisfaction and success
skilled professionals enjoy? So I stalked the production environment for
months, guided by a master of everyday innovation. I got trained in the
Toyota Production System. I learned how the principles applied to parts
supply chain management and logistics. I learned how to prepare a onepage report—called an A3, in reference to it’s paper size—capturing the
story of how a speciﬁc problem is solved. And I
did what any normal investigator would do:
Idea Expo:
study the processes, gather information, talk to
A surfboard you can ride
people, lift the visible techniques and try to
on land. A car driven by
sound. A vehicle
fabricate some conceptual model to make sense
powered by hamsters.
out of the ﬁndings and show how smart I was.
At Toyota, we value
ideas no matter how
The problem was, I seemed to be getting
silly they may seem. Like
dumber every day. I soon found out how little I
the inventions generated
by our annual Idea Expo,
knew about real-world problem-solving and
a unique competition
business creativity. Each day, my assignment got
that encourages serious
harder. The workers were more engaged and
technological innovation
from our employees
creative than their corporate counterparts. The
through the use of good
jobs weren’t creative, the job was to be creative,
old-fashioned fun.
For example, recent
daily. I did my best to try and absorb it all. I
winners ranged from a
realized there was no way to quickly understand
whimsical robotic
Santa’s sleigh to a
and internalize this stuff. I’d have to live it and
wheelchair that can be
breathe it for a while ﬁrst. I would have to work
driven virtually
from the inside out, not the other way around.
anywhere—even up and
down stairs.
So I did. I became so deeply involved with
One day, advances made
Toyota that they bought all my time for several
through our Idea Expo
may be applied to
years. No longer was I the observer, but an
Toyota vehicles. So we’ll
extended team member. I learned from the best,
keep encouraging our
engineers to be a little
and participated fully. Over the course of several
bit out there. That way,
years, I moved from novice to journeyman to
the car as we know it
may go a lot further.
expert. I got to design and deliver the key
Tomorrow…Cars
homegrown University of Toyota programs. I
without limits… Toyota.
built original education now used by Toyota
This ad copy appeared in Fast
Company, December 2002.
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associates all over the world to grasp The Toyota Way.
It took over a half decade, through all manner of ﬁts and starts, but
not only did the original translation project eventually morph into a
tremendously successful internal program, but the University of Toyota
began selectively offering it to other organizations, like Wells Fargo,
Nextel/Sprint, Gallup, Quadrant Homes, Department of Defense, and
the Los Angeles Police Department.
Toyota sent me to work with those organizations.
That’s what makes this book so very different from any other. There’s
something universally applicable here. That’s hard to come by. There are
already plenty of books on Toyota’s vaunted production system. I’m far
more interested in the human-centered creative process behind what is
really just the visible result of a much deeper dynamic. For you see, the
Toyota Production System is an elegant solution, the manifest outcome
of an invisible discipline around innovative problem-solving.
And there are plenty of books by people who study innovation from
high altitudes. As a rule, the grand strategies just don’t travel well. They’re
not actionable, so you won’t ﬁnd any here. Just what I know from
ﬁrsthand experience to be the driving forces behind the kinds of
outcomes Toyota and their brethren enjoy. What’s missing is a winning
formula for how to cultivate ideas at every level in the company and
convert them to value for customers.
I’ve worked with managers to turn ideas
into action for over twenty years, and in as
many different organizations. Toyota is a
Bold ideas, careful action.
breed apart. No other company so
Kiichiro Toyoda
correctly and consistently does all the right
things right, and so well. If I’ve learned
anything in my time with Toyota, I’ve learned
to seek the elegant solution—the singular and
deceptively simple idea with huge impact that lies beyond the enormous
complexity of the challenging business problems we all face in our
companies. What’s most compelling is that it doesn’t matter whether
you’re talking about the design of the new Scion, the engineering of
advanced hybrid technology, the little improvements made daily on the
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shop ﬂoor, or the process enhancements in the back office operations—
the central precepts and creative processes for mastering innovation are
the same. Opportunity for impact is always relative to one’s level of
responsibility, but the core process is the same.
Thus the basic proposition: The quest for the elegant solution shapes
true innovation.
It’s worked for Toyota for over a century. It’s worked for others, and
it can work for you.
The formula for the elegant solution is an amalgam of principles,
practices, and protocol. Part 1 is all about the deeper principles. Principles
drive practices. They’re so important that each one deserves its own
chapter. Principles aren’t enough, though. You have
to make them operational with ten key
practices supported by tools and techniques.
Keep in mind what I call the
three C’s for innovation. The
You may or may not need them all. You can
first C is for creativity. The
choose what works for you, your team,
second C is for challenge.
The third C is for courage.
your organization. That’s Part 2. But just
Shoichiro Toyoda
having a toolbox and knowing how to use
them doesn’t necessarily make you a master
craftsman. You still have to build something. You have
to know how to put the practices and tools together in concert to achieve
a result. You’ll track the course of a team through a day of searching for the
elegant solution, using all ten practices. And that’s Part 3.
I should tell you up front that none of the individual concepts are
new, or even unique to Toyota. The dozens of non-Toyota cases included
should bear that out. Rather, the magic is found in Toyota’s remarkable
ability to collectively and completely master all of them as a way of life,
not a program centered on select teams led by specialists with artiﬁcial
agendas. That’s what makes Toyota unique, and worth studying.
In The Elegant Solution, I’ll share with you what I’ve learned. And
show you how it’s all done, hopefully in a way you ﬁnd elegant and
innovative. If I’ve done my job right, you should have a pretty good
roadmap for conducting your own search for elegant solutions.
Matthew May
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I would not give a fig for the simplicity this side of complexity, but I would give my life
for the simplicity on the other side of complexity.
Oliver Wendell Holmes

INTRODUCTION

In Search of Elegance
It’s Not About the Gizmo
Scene:
Kosai, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan. Circa 1888. Japan has opened its doors to
the world—two decades into the Meji reformation, two years into the Japan
Patent Law.
A young man watches his mother slave all day in the rafters of their
humble home to weave clothing on a manual spinning loom, a primitive
tool unchanged for centuries. It pains him to see her scrap a hard day’s
work because of a single broken thread in the ﬁnished garment. Barely
20, inventive, energetic, and eager to change the world—carpentry is his
trade, but not his calling. Ignoring elder disapproval, he challenges
himself to build a better loom, sketching prototypes, building test
models, and applying his woodworking skills in creative ways that others
view as eccentric. He receives a patent for a handloom that improves
quality and productivity dramatically. He’s not satisﬁed. He turns his
attention to developing a power loom.
By 1898, he perfects Japan’s ﬁrst steam powered loom, which allows
textile mills to quadruple productivity and halve costs. His looms are the
highest quality, lowest cost, and easiest to use—putting the ﬁnest
German and French looms to shame. Business booms, and his star rises
quickly in Japan. His quest to perfect drives him ever forward, creating a
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In those days, spinning and
weaving was not a thriving
business as it is today. The
work was done by old
women sitting at home and
weaving the
cloth by hand.
Although
everybody in
my village was
a farmer, every
house also had
its own
handloom. I
began thinking
about ways to
power the
looms so that
weaving could
be done faster,
and more cloth
could be made more
cheaply. People could then
buy cotton goods for less,
and that would benefit
society substantially.
Sakichi Toyoda
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string of tiny innovations in rapid succession.
Three decades into his search, he designs a mechanism to automatically
halt the loom whenever a thread breaks. It changes the world. It takes ﬁve
more years to perfect. And so from small but steady improvements with
radical results and a strong desire to help people is born Toyoda Automatic
Loom Works, the precursor to Toyota Motor Company.
Nearly a lifetime in the offing, Sakichi Toyoda ﬁnds the elegant solution.
The story of Sakichi Toyoda is not about invention, or about the
technological development of the automatic loom in Japan. It’s about one
man’s nearly spiritual quest to solve a very real problem facing the world
around him.
If you read closely, three underlying principles come into clear view:
• Ingenuity in craft
• Pursuit of perfection
• Fit with society
These are the very principles that to this day fuel the engine of
innovation at Toyota. They form the basis for everything Toyota does. In
fact, they are the deeper principles behind nearly every great innovation
the world has ever seen.
But how easily we forget! Mention innovation, and people immediately
think, technology.
The truth is that business innovation is about
satisfaction and value, not new gadgetry. The
pace of technological progress sweeps us off
Above all, innovation is not
our feet and we get all caught up in the
invention. It is a term of
economics rather than of
gizmo, losing sight of the why behind the
technology.
what. Customers don’t want products and
Peter Drucker
services, they want solutions to problems.
Nobody raised a hand to ask for an automatic
loom. Perhaps that’s why looms hadn’t changed
much over the years until Sakichi came on the scene.
And when it comes to solutions, simple is better. Elegant is better
still. Elegance is the simplicity found on the far side of complexity.
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Elegance Afield
The rice fields of Y2K Laos are an unlikely birthplace for an
elegant solution to a problem that industry’s largest companies
still struggle to solve. The country is destitute, almost primitive.
Remains of the Vietnam War litter the landscape. Bicycle is a
chief mode of transportation. Few homes have everyday conveniences of electricity and telephones, much less computers and
access to the Internet. Rice is an economic mainstay, and the basis
for one of few viable markets. Almost everyone grows rice. Yet
farmers remain ignorant of the price of rice in the adjacent
village, for the information simply isn’t available. Until...
A young man with knowledge of telecom infrastructure sets
about the task of keeping rice farmers informed. In a world far
behind and unconnected, he creates a universal wireless e-mail
system by connecting old computers through cheap antennas.
Cost for the rig? Less than $200. He is undaunted by the lack of
electricity, powering his system with the one resource readily
available: human pedal power. It is a two-man operation with a
simple schematic. One person pedals a stationary bike wired to a
small generator that produces the electricity needed to boot the
computer, and the other sends the email message containing the
current price of rice. The system rapidly spreads to network
status, covering all of Laos and connecting it to the Internet
through the only site with access, the capitol city of Vientiane.
While elsewhere world governments and big business fight over
the wireless spectrum to create and profit from third generation
(3G) wireless networks, Laos deploys a simple universal wireless
system for those in need of a real-time price quote on rice to
compete with neighboring villages.
It’s not pretty, modern or sophisticated. But it’s elegant.
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DEFINING ELEGANCE
Great innovation is nearly impossible without understanding and
appreciating the concept of elegance as it relates to solving important
problems.
Elegance isn’t about being hoity-toity. It’s not about lofty concepts and
grand designs. It’s not about beauty or grace, or anything to do with
aesthetics—ugly is okay. Elegance is about something much more
profound. It’s about ﬁnding the aha solution to a
problem with the greatest parsimony of effort and
The Elegant Solution
expense. Creativity plays a part. Simplicity plays a
An elegant solution is
part. Intelligence plays a part. Add in subtlety,
one in which the optimal
or desired effect is
economy, and quality, and you get elegance.
achieved with the least
The effects of elegant solutions are signiﬁcant,
amount of effort.
Engineers seek the
ranging from understated intellectual appreciation
elegant solution as a
to truly seismic change. Elegant solutions relieve
means of solving a
creative tension by solving the problem in ﬁnito as
problem with the least
possible waste of
it’s been deﬁned, in a way that avoids creating
resources. In a
other problems that then need to be solved.
mathematical proof,
elegance is the minimum
Elegant solutions render only new possibilities to
number of steps to
chase and exploit.
achieve the solution
with greatest clarity. In
Finally, elegant solutions aren’t obvious,
dance or the martial
except, of course, in retrospect.
arts, elegance is

DEFINING INNOVATION
A lot has been written about innovation.
How it’s distinct from creativity. How it goes
beyond improvement. How it entails seeking
and taking big risks. How it’s all about big ideas
and radical departures from convention. How it
means completely scrapping the old system.
How it’s limited to the right-brainers, and suits
need not apply. How you need deep pockets just
to play the game.
Those biases are limiting at best, and only

minimum motion with
maximum effect. In
filmmaking, elegance is
a simple message with
complex meaning.
An elegant solution is
recognized by its
juxtaposition of
simplicity and power.
The most challenging
games have the fewest
rules, as do the most
dynamic societies and
organizations.
An elegant solution is
quite often a single tiny
idea that changes
everything.
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Toyota and Elegant Solutions: Strange Bedfellows?
Elegant solutions embrace an overarching philosophy
of doing far more with much less, a notion that has
become synonymous with Toyota and is present to this
day in all of their operations, from design and
engineering to manufacturing and distribution to sales
and marketing. Production seeks to drive out waste to
become leaner. Engineering seeks a certain simplicity in
product design. Research seeks greater fuel economy
through hybrid energy.
Which begs the question: How did it become such a
central part of the organizational genetics?
Answer: Necessity.
World War II left industrial Japan in tatters, including
Toyota Motor, which was started in the late 1930s by
Kiichiro Toyoda, son of Sakichi Toyoda. The need to
survive and thrive amid a scarcity of business
essentials—land, facilities, money, and labor
—mandated a new way of thinking and conducting
business. Intent on competing successfully in the world
automotive market but lacking the luxury of abundant
resources, Toyota did the only thing they could do:
search for ways to accomplish more with less.
How? Leverage what they did have: deeply-rooted
values of employee ingenuity, constant improvement,
and a strong will to serve society.
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serve to exclude the everyman from innovating. The best deﬁnition of
innovation on the planet is the one given by David Neeleman, founder and
CEO of JetBlue: “Innovation is trying to ﬁgure out a way to do something
better than it’s ever been done before.” Thomas Edison would agree.
The deﬁnition is an elegant solution in itself, because it wrestles to
the ground a complex, hotly contested concept and makes it accessible to
everyone, at every level. It renders irrelevant all the silly distinctions
between different theoretical classes of innovation—with a single stroke,
the conceptual difference between constant improvement and breakthrough innovation becomes useless. It removes the prevailing mystique,
and begs no further explanation. And it would be wrong to think it
doesn’t include things that have never been done before. Because
everything has a precursor at some level, somewhere. It’s just that it hasn’t
quite been pinpointed correctly.
So from here on, when we refer to innovation, we mean solving the
problem of how to do something better than ever.

THE TEMPTATIONS
Elegant solutions are all around us, waiting to
be discovered. But they’re no easy challenge.
Elegant solutions require a working knowledge of
the forces at play, and obstacles in the way. Aside
from what is invariably mislabeled and sloppily
deﬁned as culture—and more on that later—a
few big traps can stop elegant innovation cold.
They are three in number, easy to fall into, and
most appropriately termed temptations:
1. Swinging for fences. This is the “homerun
or bust” trap, which invariably destroys a strong
batting average over time. It carries with it huge
risk, usually accompanied by high cost.
2. Getting too clever. This is the “bells and
whistles” trap, which can easily get out of control
in an effort to outdo competitors. It carries with it
the danger of complexity and customer alienation.

Elegant Solutions
Many of the most
powerful innovations are
singular and deceptively
simple ideas that
universally change the
world’s attitudes,
beliefs, behaviors and
habits. Examples:
• Library
• Paper money
• Pencil
• Wallet
• Wristwatch
• Icebox
• Mortgage
• Social Security
• Credit card
• Cellphone
• Auto leasing
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3. Solving problems frivolously. This is the “brainstorm” trap, which is
misguided creativity far aﬁeld from company direction. It’s a symptom of
poorly deﬁned work, and fraught with waste.
History has shown that sustainable business innovation isn’t as much
about throwing the Hail Mary pass as it is about running a solid ground
game. Companies that have truly mastered innovation know that it can
be “derisked” by making a number of small bets across a portfolio of
ideas, rather than one big bet-the-farm gamble on a would-be killer app.
And to win consistently over the long haul takes strong disciplines and
solid routines for solving problems and chasing opportunities.
But how do you know if you’re heading in the right direction? One
answer is to start with the little stuff that helps in the daily work, like
Sakichi Toyoda did. Adopt his three principles, take them as your own,
and make them yours. Because principles go a long way toward
overcoming the temptations by offering the necessary guidance to the
problem-solving effort.
Poetry in Motion

THE ART OF INGENUITY

Cyclist Lance Armstrong
discovered that he could
climb a mountain better
by standing and
spinning lower gears at
a much higher cadence
than the widely
accepted practice of
driving big gears while
seated. He took a
scientific approach to a
problem; namely, what's
the best way to climb a
mountain on a bike,
given my gifts? By
accepting and respecting
the limitation of the
medium, he leveraged
the constraints in his
effort to drive new ideas
and methods.
His record may never be
matched: seven
consecutive Tour de
France titles.

The pressure to innovate in a fiercely competitive marketplace falls on the individual:
we’re asked for higher commitment, more
adaptability, quicker progress, better execution,
stronger decision-making, and freer thinking. At
the same time, we’re told to manage risk, meet
short-term objectives, and only bet on sure
things. All within the confines of environments
that are often anything but free: powerful
systems, rigid structures, conflicting agendas,
privileged information, political posturing, and
limiting rules.
The truth is that uncertainty, risk and failure
are all part of innovation, and the ability to meet
business objectives doesn’t always square with
the personal capabilities needed to innovate as
required. Solution: Work like an artist. Work
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like a scientist.
How? By exploiting your expertise; by pursuing possibility; courageously rejecting the status quo; viewing opposition as an inventive
challenge; refusing to let bureaucracy and hierarchy stiﬂe your creativity;
using cutbacks and resource constraints to drive new ideas and methods.
By pursuing the simple question that drives the kind of “new school”
thinking found at the heart every breakthrough, big or small: Is there a
better way?

THE PURSUIT OF PERFECTION
Let’s drop the conventional distinction between “incremental” and
“breakthrough” innovation. Perhaps valuable in theory, it simply isn’t
useful in any practical way.
While a handful of game-changing innovations can be traced to a
stroke of genius, the vast majority of effective innovations in industry
result from a rigorous search for the optimal solution. Furthermore,
unexpected thunderbolt breakthroughs have little
place in the strategic scheme of things, because
they’re very often one-offs or happy accidents, and
Racing Ahead
not repeatable. You can’t build a business on
Toyota’s Lexus brand is a
modern day version of
serendipity. It’s romantic, but it’s not predictable
The Tortoise and the
or reliable.
Hare.
The systematic pursuit of perfection is. It’s
the discipline of increments, and just plain hard
work. Like it or not, the pursuit of perfection is
everyone’s job. It can’t be departmentalized or
outsourced. It’s not limited to the Product Design
or the R&D group. That kind of thinking only
works to contain human creativity and squelch
the spirit of innovation.
Chasing perfection transforms today into
tomorrow by creating new processes, products, and
services. The beauty of organized improvement lies
in its ability to consistently yield low-cost, low-risk,
high-impact breakthroughs. It prepares you to

Toyota worked tirelessly
at continuous
improvement for fortyfive years before
launching the luxury
line. It then took just
two years to displace
Mercedes-Benz and
BMW, entrenched for
generations, as the topselling luxury import
nameplate in America.
Within 10 years, it was
the leading luxury brand
in the U.S.
Lesson: Being first and
fast in the short run isn’t
necessarily optimal in
the long run.
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capitalize on the bigger opportunities when they come, so you won’t miss
out. Ultimately, the small steps catalyze something altogether new and
novel. Innovation isn’t an either-or proposition forcing a choice between
small steps and big leaps.
It’s how to achieve big leaps through small steps.

THE RHYTHM OF FIT
What distinguishes great innovation is its ability to serve the great
needs of society with a valuable, meaningful contribution. Simply put, a
successful mousetrap needs a serious rodent infestation, and a delivery
system that places the mousetrap in the hands of those who can make the
most use and best sense of it in today’s terms.
And that requires a keen insight into the prevailing systems surrounding your business. You can ﬁght for your marvelously bright idea, but
chances are you’ll lose in the long run to a competitor who ﬁgures out
how to either leverage the current system to make
the idea work with what’s out there now, or offers
Don’t Fight, Fit
a new system to deliver the idea. Either way, it
While the rest of the
takes systems thinking, deﬁned as the ability to
music world fought the
think well through cause and effect. And that
trend to share and
download single songs
entails understanding context. Because there’s a
over the Internet –
certain rhythm to great innovation.
defending to death the
old system under attack
by music lovers – along
comes Apple Computer,
with a nifty little mp3
gizmo called the iPod.
But not just another
mp3 player. A whole
system, iTunes, to deliver
songs the way people
were wanting them
delivered, designed to
allow the iPod and its
user to fit seamlessly
into the whole
mechanism. Apple cut
deals to make everyone
gain. It adapted to the
current reality.
It was rhythmic.

A great innovation ﬁts—ﬁts the innovator, ﬁts
the times, and ﬁts within a larger system. A great
innovation shapes the attitudes and behaviors of
people. A great innovation, big or small, changes
how people think and work. A great innovation
allows others to see in it their own opportunity for
a new and better life. A great innovation, like great
leadership, aims to create change that matters.
Great innovation is elegant simplicity imbued
with the power to move the world.
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POINTS OF DEPARTURE
We face hundreds of problems and opportunities each day. We need
some way to weed out the important ones, the right ones, the ones we
should be working on—because those are the ones that demand elegant
solutions.
The three principles of ingenuity in craft, pursuit of perfection, and ﬁt
with society guide the pathway to elegant solutions. Treated as policy, they
lend the proper framework for the practice of innovation. They let us
know if we’re doing the right work. They inform our efforts by providing
a solid focus, so actions and decisions become clearer. They put us in a
better position to adapt to the rapidly changing landscape. They promote
personal responsibility by requiring us to think through the immediate
issues and summon our best judgment. Adhered to religiously, they
prevent ideas for ideas’ sake.
They’re the raison d‘être at Toyota, and non-negotiable. But you’d be
hard-pressed to locate any signiﬁcant innovation anywhere or by anyone
that can’t be traced to some combination of these cornerstones.
So it’s worth a closer look at each.

REFLECTION
What role does innovation play in your organization?
What guides the innovation efforts?
What was the focus of your most successful innovation?
What were the conditions of your last innovation?
How widespread is the spirit of innovation?

